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About This Game

Frozen Cortex is a simultaneous turn-based strategy game from Mode 7, the creators of Frozen Synapse. Get a free key for a
friend with every purchase!

Make a plan for your customised robots on a randomly-generated playfield. Positioning, timing and reading the terrain are all
vital if you want to outwit your opponent.

Your moves, and those of your opponent, play out at the same time.

Taut, competitive multiplayer and a deep, complex single player with three different league modes (including large-scale
randomly generated league) mean that you can experience your own brand of futuresporting glory!

“Another brilliant slice of strategy from Mode 7” (Eurogamer)

“I’ve been looking forward to this as much as almost any other game this year.” (Adam Smith, RockPaperShotgun)

Features

 Free key for a friend with every purchase

 Four core single player modes: roguelike “Knockout” mode; Global Cortex League mode; Manager Mode; Randomly
Generated Season Mode
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 Experience the intrigues of the Global Cortex League with a compelling story that spans the various modes - play how
you want and keep up with the narrative!

 7 unique AI teams each with their own coach who responds dynamically to the play

 Manager Mode - vast season mode featuring salary cap, roster management, free agent bidding, a college league,
injuries and much more...

 Multiplayer modes: Full Match and Duplicate; several variants of each; make your own custom mode!

 Online rankings and fast matchmaking

 Team Editor: name your players, customise their stats, armour, faces and more!

 Further customisation options including Pitch Editor

 Music from legendary indie game composer nervous_testpilot

This game was previously called Frozen Endzone and was renamed Frozen Cortex while in Early Access
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Title: Frozen Cortex
Genre: Indie, Sports, Strategy
Developer:
Mode 7
Publisher:
Mode 7
Release Date: 19 Feb, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: 1.2GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Shader Model 3.0 & at least 1GB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 3 GB available space

Additional Notes: Soundtrack Tier requires extra 1GB disk space, Mega & Ultimate Tiers require extra 4GB disk space.

English
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DISCLAIMER \/ PROTIP: IF YOU SUFFER FROM EPILEPSY OR ARE VERY SENSITIVE TO FLASHING LIGHTS
AND COLORS, DON'T BUY OR PLAY THIS GAME... YOU'LL PROBABLY DIE.

So after earning the achievement for playing a single round for 20 minutes and landing myself 4th on the global leaderboard, I
suppose I can adequately evaluate this game:

It's simple.
It's fun.
It will cook your eyes and strenghten your fingers.

This game reminds me a lot of Super Hexagon for its simplicity; if you liked that game then you will probably like this one, but
it is also a bit more... bizzare. The premise is simple: use the space bar to control a colored bar between the upper and lower
limits on a "gauge" while the background flashes alternating colors and patterns. The closer to the top of the gauge you are the
more points you earn per second, but if you TOUCH the top or bottom you lose a score multiplier A.K.A. your lives (think the
Bit Trip series: reach zero multipliers and its game over). Periodically you can collect score bonuses near the bottom of the
gauge and, if you so elect, press the CTRL button to start controlling 2 bars at once for twice the points.

Problem is, the game doesn't like it when you start scoring high and progressively speeds the rate of color flashing, swaps
patterns more quickly, stretches\/shifts\/flips the screen orientation, moves the location of the upper and lower limits, changes
music, and even flashes text questions and pictures of cats when you least suspect it.

It gets very difficult and I don't recommend playing for extended periods of time, especially on a large screen. That being said
this can be a really fun game in small doses and getting put on the leaderboard is satisfying. In addition, after playing certain
amounts more and more game modes unlock for you to try, tweaking one aspect of the game at a time to keep it fresh.

In conclusion I would give this game an 8\/10 as a casual, but challenging, lunch break spender. The only detracting aspects of
this game for me are:
-The music is good, BUT it could be better. I prefer something even more aggresive in this type of game to keep me focused.
-The agressive strobing of bright colors for minutes on end make this game difficult to play for more than 10-15 minutes,
basicaly forcing the player to stop playing after a short time (and thats saying something because I have a pretty decent
tollerance for this stuff).

All in all, for 4 bucks I'd say its well worth the money.. I played this game on the Oculus Rift with Touch Controllers and I had
zero issues . I would compare this game to Sports Bar VR. The main thing missing is that there is no multiplayer or coop. So you
will be alone in this world, which takes away most of the fun you would have in this VR world. I defintitely think this game is
meant to be a shared experience and it's puzzling why there wouldn't be a multiplayer option.

In any event, this world is filled with mini-game options. You can play bowling, skee-ball, arcade mini-basketball, outdoor mini-
golf, VR arcade tennis game, and a IRL in VR escape room experience. You can also mess around with a whiteboard, jukebox,
drum set, guitar, etc. You can even go crazy and sneak into the girl's restroom if you are into doing pervy stuff like that in VR 
 obviously, I had to do that

None of the games are polished and the physics just aren't right. So that's the other main difference between this and Sports Bar
VR (and many other goood mini-game VR titles). However, Cove Point Center VR is much more ambitious than Sports Bar
VR. There's a lot going on in this game. It truly is more than the sum of its parts. It's more about the exploration. The graphics
and attention to detail that went into a lot of little things in this game. I don't think a Fun Center exists quite like this, yet I can
imagine there being one just like this one somewhere out there IRL.

You can actually go in the ocean and play around with a shark! You'll see an octopus that's hiding from you or a stingray
swimming around. In the distance you'll see a whale passing by. You can take a sword off a skeleton lying in a bed near the mini-
golf hole. There's just a whole of stuff going on in this game. When you throw the guitar it makes a sound like a thrown guitar
might make or when you throw a soda can (it's not the most realistic, but it's not bad either).
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I do recommend this game. I appreciate the ambition this dev had and the chances they took. You can turn off the music on the
jukebox, you can repeat the song, you can switch songs. I would love if this game improved the gameplay for each of the mini-
games and added multiplayer. This game has the potential to be a 10\/10, it just fails. But even in its failure, you can tell that a
lot of love went into making this game. And I had fun exploring all the different areas of this game. In the end, I think that's
why this game ultimately succeeds, it gives you an experience only possible in VR.

My sale price ($4.89) rating : 7\/10, I can imagine a real fun center looking something like this and it would probably also suck
IRL (cheese factor 10) but yet it would be memorable and worth experiencing at least once if that makes sense and all for less
than 5 bucks currently. Been running Steam Locos for years on another sim, and after watching a Youtube video featuring the
TS2015 Flying Scot I decided to get this one. The locomotive is execellent the way it handles, once you get the hang of running
a steamer, you will love it. Already working on a scenario on the West Palm beach route using this locomotive.. You can add
custom resources to this, ignore that other review.
VERY useful program, highly recommended! Very easy to use and there are already tons of 'parts' out there on the net to import
for use here. If you liked the demo, this is just a more convenient shined up version of it.. This DLC reminds me of the
American constitution never mentioning unalienable rights to ones own wallet.
Buyer beware! one could say, and take a wild guess where that person is bleeding from. Not a bad DLC, does not bug or break
the game, but the *price*-- One of the ways studios make money nowadays on Steam is selling content and products which the
buyer sees and thinks 'Neat!' and buys, never to play it more than a couple of hours, if at all. Just take a random game, and see
how many percent have never had the 'Launch Game!' achievement. I suspect this will be one of those buys for me, as there's so
much DLC I'd have to buy yet for EUIV to get the full experience--!
Only buy on sale if you really like the base game.. If you wanna taste finnish childhood then here you go! And i mean it that this
kind of thing is "romantized" in our land in our songs and movies. The stereotypical Finnish life.
I myself had nostalgia in this game and felt home in a anxious way, of course. This is not a happy story.
But i love it. It's realistic and it blew my mind how the story was so good and meaningful.
5\/5 <3
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My favourite horror game, can't wait for the sequel on Halloween. Also this is one of the horror games that really scare me. John
Kolbek and Nathan Sanders did a really good job on this. I definatly recommend this.. Reverse Plants vs Zombies with KILLER
SOUNDTRACK. Lots of guitar and 80's clich\u00e9 opening it's pure gold.
Amazing game to play on my crappy netbook i take to work.. Oh boy, what can I say.

I should start with stating that I extensively played ELOA and followed the release before it came to America. I had really high
hopes for the original American release rightfully so, the game had high potential.

Pros at the time
  Fluid Combat
  Creative Art style
  Relatively balanced pvp
  Good group content

Cons at the time
  Massive Payment wall for enchanting
  Unfair advantage in PvP from equipment
  No meaningful way to progress solo
  Raids were more dependant on Equipment to reach a DPS
  (Had to compromise when selecting members who paid for gear)
  Slow PAINFUL Boring grind to reach any content that is fun
  Max level increasing and all end-game content being locked to it
  (To continue to PvP you had to re-level again from 25\/30\/35\/40 etc.)

To be fair that was all in the original release and I don't know what's all changed since.
All I can say is the grind was substantially worse than I remember it being aside from:
Cash shop seemed uninspired, lots of copy\/paste no real improvements to changes.
Skills were totally messed up from the original game balance breaking certain things.

I can't say I tried any of the end-game content because by the time I realized they re-released this game the population was
already dead and the game wouldn't allow me to progress past level 30 in the story line because Mud Swamp was completely
glitched.

If you think you can make it through the mind-numbing grind to max level you will find a game that might be worth the PvP
experience, but honestly I don't think the game is going to last long enough to give you a good enough try to get your moneys
worth. Great potential, poor delivery in both instances.. The RNG isn't accurate at all. Keep losing 50 and 60 armies to 2
defenders.. I personally after about 30 minutes to and hour of gameplay have enjoyed this DLC so far. I really like how it
completely changes up the strategy and makes have learn a new style of playing the game. But there are a few things worthy
noting.
-This class is heavily RTS (Reat time strategy) meaning if you are into RTS you will enjoy this DLC
-It isn't easy to just hop straight into a map with this game, I suggest fiddling with the minion controls first
-Isn't completely solo compatable, mainly because if your minions die you and your crystal are completely vunerable
-Works great in multiplayer, especially crowd control
-Perfect for slaying bosses and ogres
-If you are going solo you're gonna have a hard to early on
So if alot of those thing don't please you then I don't recommend getting this DLC. Again this DLC is mainly for people who
enjoy RTS type games.. Before you download this game, please be aware that this will be the death of you if you try to finish it.
Its a hard game, really hard game. And Im not joking, Ive caused myself a lot of stress and anger trying to complete this (at this
point in time I still havent, but Im very close) But for the sake of it, buy it. A lot of effort has been put into this game and it
needs more support than what it has right now.. It's like Minecraft or Terriaria except instead of building stuff you're escaping
prison.. I don't review games. I don't really think anyone cares what i have to say about them. But i can't hold my tongue on this
one anymore.

I used to really enjoy this one, in fact it was my go to game, until they "rebalanced" the game a couple of months ago. I could
log on, kill a few hours, have fun chatting with folks and catching fish.
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Since the rebalance, it is nothing more than a grind game. And a slow one at that.

Heres what I used to like: The game worked. rod and line physics were reasonable, i could catch enough fish to make a few in
game credits and didnt have to micromanage.

All of that is broken now. the fishing line is like rubber. the rods are like slinkys. The fish don't bite enough to keep things
entertaining. Costs are so high that i can't see how a new player would get anywhere. Heck I'm having trouble making the new
economy work at level 38. And the social aspect is ruined as well. They added stupid 3D avatars that basically fill up every
fishing spot and ditract from the experience. I can't turn them off, so I fish alone to keep from having <insert name here>'s arms
and rod in my line of sight.

The devs have claimed that they fixed some of the issues by lowering travel costs at certain places and tweaking the physics. I
don't see any improvement.

The way i see it, its a game. It should be entertaining, and this just isn't anymore. If i want to catch only six or eight fish a day,
I'll wait for spring and walk down to my dock and do it in a couple hours.

I would have recommended this game 4 months ago, now I just can't. If you want to fish, go to a real lake.. In march of 2018 I
made a review saying how broken this game was, after  nine months the game has finally been fixed. Nine. Months. While
this is a  decent game for the its price, I wouldn't recommend; the developer\/s don't answer questions asked, don't respond to
meesages and overall the game is very, very confusing. It has no story, and teaches you very little about how to play and to top
that off the movement feels very broken, pressing shift sends you flying acroos the levels and walking makes you acclerate
over jumps making the game very hard to play.

 Overall don't get this game, save your money for a CS:GO skin or a better game. 
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